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Strive We Must
Competition pervades modem life, and if s here to stay. Before
we wring our hands Just look where it got us.
BY DANIEL AKST

When the philosopher Satchel Paige | | sion of musical chairs with which top universities fill
their classes. Stepped-up competition is apparent in the
warned us not to look back (because something might
workplace
as well. Companies are less willing or able to
be gaining on us), he couldn't have imagined howI pre|

| carry junproductive employees, but in todays competiscient he was, even though his own career in baseball
| tive business environment even productive workers can
pointed the way to the world we would all someday

| receive a pink slip when circumstances persuade execinhabit. Restricted to the Negro Leagues for more than
| utives that cutbacks make sense. Companies these days
two decades, Paige finally broke into Major League

i are less constrained by sentiment or tradition when
Baseball in 1948. Within a couple of decades black
| considering whether to outsource, move, or shut a plant.
ballplayers had become dominant figures in the majors,

the Negro Leagues had collapsed- and baseball hadA study earlier this year by economists Thomas Lemieux,
become a much more competitive place.

W. Bentley MacLeod, and Daniel Parent found that "the

overall incidence of performance-pay jobs has increased
That will happen when barriers fall. Technology| has
| from a little more than 30 percent in the late 1970s to
some of the same effects: Newspapers find themselves
I more than 40 percent in the 1990s." Bonus, commission,
competing with bloggers, traditional stores with Ama-

piecework- whatever you want to call it, pay for prozon, and singles bars with Cupid.com. Americans Ifind
| duction
makes work seem a lot more competitive. When
that, thanks in part to technologies they invented
or

| Fortune magazine reported on white-collar workers
pioneered, they're competing with workers in India,
"fired at fifty" who couldn't find comparable positions,
China, and other far-off lands who are willing do the
the best advice from the experts was to embrace "involsame work for a lot less money. Even individuals in need
untary entrepreneur-ship," which of course means comof a Little League logo or a personal webpage are find-

on your own without a company-provided pening people who can do the job for less in Bucharest| peting
or
I sion, health insurance, sick days, or vacation.

Bangladesh.
Competition- the reality but also the metaphor- has

| Globalization has spurred many changes. Firms that

somehow come to pervade modern life, much as we try

| onceshuffled along in cozy domestic oligopolies now find

to wish it away or pretend, as in five-year-olds' soccer

| themselves battling overseas competitors. Deregulation

games, that it isn't really going on. In some cities, the pre-

I of airlines and utilities, the dismantling of trade barri-

school admissions process is as fraught as the mass verDaniel Akst, a recent public policy scholar at the Wilson Center, is a
novelist and essayist living in New York's Hudson Valley.

| ers, growing Third World productive capacity, rapidly
| evolving technologies, the weakening of restrictions that

kept banks pent up within states and out of the securi-
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Fasteri While Americans complain off job stress, only a fraction of the population is worldly harder. Most Americans have more leisure time than ever.

ties business- these developments and so many others ! affection has radically increased in many families thanks
| to the increased prevalence of divorce, in which parents

have helped foster a vastly more competitive commer-

cial environment than existed a generation ago, an era | sharing custody may find themselves in an authoritywell within living memory for many American workers,

| eroding contest for the favor of offspring who all too eas-

who recall a time when U.S. industrial might was I ily play one off against the other.
I

unchallenged.
Even the home, ostensible refuge from worry and

I

trial, has become a competitive arena. The overturning

did we get here? As is so often the case in

of traditional roles has meant that spouses may find

American life, we're victims of our own succes .

themselves vying not just to see who can get out of doing

Despite a remarkable amount of hand-wring-

the laundry, but for power, status, and renown as well. I ing, given the circumstances, life in this country for

Consider the case of Ségolène Royal and her partner, | most of us is bet er than it has ever been-longer, fairer,

François Holland, both ambitious French politicians | freer, and richer. And that's what makes for so much
and rivals for the same party's presidential nomination. | competition. More of us than ever before consider that
Surely, electoral jockeying made for some frosty break- | we have a reasonable shot at an Ivy League education, a
fasts around their house (and in fact the couple recently | beachfront property, or a partnership in a law firm. The
parted ways). As for the rest of us, competition for filial

i same is true for les glit ering prizes. Discrimination
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Competition in American Life

persists, of course, but there's less of it. Newspaper help-

| FedEx, charter and magnet schools, and alternative

wanted ads no longer specify gender or faith, and real

| providers of electricity, with whom consumers can con-

estate ads (to say nothing of deeds) have dropped their

| tract. Market participants- that's us- have better infor-

restrictions as well. In the political arena everyone's got

mation than in the past as a result of the ratings, rank-

a lobby, it sometimes seems, except the country at large,

ings, and reviews that are cropping up everywhere.

and the old, nowadays more numerous and healthier
than in the past, compete all too effectively for resources

Users report their experience with products on web-

| sites such as Amazon and Epinions; professors and

I schoolteachers are bluntly rated on sites such as

against the young.

Another factor in the seeming competitiveness of

| RateMyProfessors.com (which covers sexual appeal as

modern life is the astonishing efficiency of modern mar-

| well as pedagogy); and publications including Consumer

kets, as well as the acceptance of markets as the pre-

| Repmte,U£.Nms&WoMRep(yrt

vailing metaphor for so much human activity. In the pub-

azines rate and rank for a living, so that sooner or later

lic realm such one-time monopolies as the Postal Service,

someone is likely to be anointed best dermatologist- or,

the local public school, and the regional electric utility,

for that matter, plumber- in Cleveland.

now have to compete against (respectively) UPS and

I The irony is that it was competition, in the first place,
that helped bring about the richer,

fairer, freer- and intensely more

competitive- society we have
become. All the key forces at
work- social change, technology,

and globalization- are as plain as
day on the baseball diamond. Time

was, a young white fellow with a
live arm, honed perhaps in sandlot
games or by throwing against the

barn wall, was competing only
against others like himself. Today
he's competing against the best the
world has to offer. Not only is the

sport open to blacks and other
minorities from this country, but a

significant proportion of today's
players are foreign born. Besides
the Latin Americans now so common in the big leagues, Korean and
Japanese ballplayers are starting to

turn up. (Professional basketball

and hockey also draw on an
increasingly global talent pool.)
Foreign squads have been beating
American teams in the Olympics
and other international competitions for a while now, not just in
baseball but in basketball as well.
Winning really isn't everything. What's inspiring about sports heroes like Babe Ruth is that the char-

Free agency, meanwhile, has forced

acter and talents they hone through competition show us the possibilities of human excellence.

baseball team owners to compete
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Competition in American Life

for players, bidding up salaries so that now even a jour-

i players generally are much better than the grandmasters

neyman reliever earns a small fortune. Nor is milking

of yore.

cows any longer the primary builder of wrist strength.

Circumstances and ideology these days are support-

Just as travel and teleœmmunications technologies have

| ing all this competition. The collapse of communism

made it possible to recruit more widely, advances in

| almost everywhere (in China it lives on in name only,

training, dietary science, and medicine have enabled

| supported by something like a capitalist frenzy) has left

players to hit the ball farther and throw it faster.

| one brand or another of the market economy as pretty

College admissions is another arena where compe- I much the only game in town. Pro-competition ideotition has blossomed riotously. When I applied to college,

| logues (and such intellectual forebears as Adam Smith

back in the raccoon coat days of 1974, you had to com-

I and Milton Friedman) are in the ascendance, and econ-

plete a separate time-consuming application for each

| omists generally have expanded their turf across almost

institution; Yale's was so daunting that I didn't even
bother. I applied to five or six schools and visited none.

the whole of human activity (including such highly com-

| petitive arenas as sex), sharpening our understanding of

Despite only decent grades
and a mediocre math
showing on the SATs, I got
into some excellent insti-

MY GRAYING FRIENDS AND I agree

tutions, and attended one

that we wouldn't stand a chance of

without hysteria, consult-

ants, or prep courses. My
graying friends and I agree

admission into our own alma maters today-

that we wouldn't stand a

chance of admission into

our own alma maters today. Students are much more| competition's role in our lives. Evolutionary biology,
focused and accomplished, and the marginal cost of anj perhaps the other preeminently influential academic

additional application has plummeted; the rise of the
I discipline of our times, also has competition at its core.
| Our view of courtship nowadays is as likely to be influ"Common Application" (often filed electronically) has
| enced by Charles Darwin as Jane Austen, and thanks to
made it easier to apply to many more schools than I did,
and high school students are doing just that.

online dating (the sexual equivalent of eBay?), the Inter-

About those spectacular students: You can expect to net gods are playing nearly as big a role as Cupid.
see more manufactured greatness in the years ahead, and

|
even tougher competition in many arenas, now that
genius looks more likely to be made than born, at least
in the eyes of those who study such things. Chess prodi-

gies are proliferating, for example, thanks to computer-

has also been rescued to some extent

Competition
from
theafter
class-based
for
so long. In the bad
old days,
all, trying

doghouse in which it dwelt

I too hard was considered poor form; success was supbased training methods, but in fact prodigies are proliferating in many different fields as a result of better
| posed to come easily, like one's wealth and position, and
training, determined parents, affluence, and, yes, tougher
| not require any of the sweaty striving associated with the

competition. "The standards denoting expertise grow
| lower orders. Those days are blessedly past- we are all
ever more challenging," Philip E. Ross wrote last year in sweaty strivers now- yet we remain ambivalent about

SdentificAmerican, where he was a contributing editor. this state of affairs. We feel nostalgia for the ethos of good
I form, and for the freedom from class anxiety we might
"High school runners manage the four-minute mile;
| have felt in a more static society. Who among us has not
conservatory students play pieces once attempted only
by virtuosi." Ross reports on studies comparing tourna| referred, at some point, to competitive modern life as a
ment chess from 1911 to 1993 which found that modern
| rat race? Which of us has not vowed, sooner or later,

I to foreswear it, presumably in favor of a return to our
players made far fewer errors, and that today's top chess
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